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: Part of the Main Plant of The American Cabinet Co.,—Now more than Doubled.



Introductory 

ITH cordial greeting, we present to 
the Dental profession our Third Illus- 
trated Catalogue. Situated, as we 

are, in the heart of the lumber district 
of Wisconsin, in a city noted for its wood work- 
ing industries, whose population consists largely 
of mechanics skilled in the cabinet maker’s arts, 

we are in a position to manufacture a line of 
Dental Office Fumiture of the highest quality 
and at the lowest possible prices. 

Our Furniture will be found on sale at Dental 
Depots in every large city in the United States 
and Canada, and we shall at all times be pleased 
to furnish prospective purchasers with the names 
of their nearest dealers. 

As in the past, so in the future, we shall keep 

on striving constantly to study the needs of our 
customers, and thereby, we trust, merit their 

favor and increasing patronage. 

The American Cabinet Co. 
TWO RIVERS, WIS, USA, 
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Cabinet No. 55 
Se 

When designing this Cabinet, it was our intention to put on the mar- 

ket the finest cabinet ever offered to the Dental Profession, both as to 

workmanship, finish and interior conveniences. Judging from the many 

expressions of approval which have voluntarily been given us, it would 

seem as if our efforts have been appreciated by our customers. 
It will be noticed that the top is as useful as it is ornamental. It is 

a closet having Bevel Plate Glass in front and ends, and behind the 

glass are silk curtains, tastefully draped. Below this top closet is a Bevel 

Plate Mirror, and beneath this, in the upper section of the cabinet, are 

two closets and a tier of small drawers; all of which are closed by leaded 

ground glass doors which disappear at the top. 
The closet at the left contains three shelves, and a drawer suitably 

arranged for the ordinary medicines used, while the center closet is in- 

tended for the larger bottles. The left hand closet is as large a closet 

as the ordinary dental cabinet contains, and the center one can be used a 

for other purposes, if the dentist prefers. Both closets are entirely closed 

off from the balance of the cabinet, thereby preventing all danger of cor- 

rosion from the fumes of the medicines. 
The right end tier contains eight drawers. The top one is a plain 

drawer, and provides a place for a removable zinc tray, which will be 

found useful for catching gold filings, etc., when necessary to do any of 

this work at the chair. 

Removable Zine Tray. 
For Gold Filings, Clippings, ete. 

The next three drawers contain grooved bottoms, slightly inclined 

from front to rear, for holding long-handled instruments. 

a = 

Se Ti = 

For Long Handled Instruments. For Strips. 

Another is divided into six compartments for strips, and another 

is provided with a removable bottom, containing several grooves for 

holding various small instruments. One is divided into three equal parts, 

ao Ee 
* For Small Instruments. 

lengthwise. The bottom drawer contains a burr block, which is made up 

of a series of steps, and revolves on a center pin. This arrangement is 

better explained by the drawing which will be found on next page. 
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Burr Block. For Disks, 

Below this tier of drawers is another, containing a block with twelve 

depressions for disks, and a slide, and beneath the slides are nine drawers 

of various sizes and shapes. 

Beneath the two medicine closets is a large drawer containing a slid- 
ing tray, and is intended for the forceps. Just below the forceps drawer 

Slide, 

there is a large slide, which is provided with a removable ground glass 

cement slab, and beneath the, slide are two small plain drawers, and a 

large drawer which is fitted with our adjustable partitions, which enables 

one to make compartments of various sizes to fit any instrument or 
article. 

=—= p< = qo ae x ee i <= Sp { 

Drawer with Adjustable Partitions. 

Next below are two cupboards, one of which is intended for soiled 
linen, and the other is divided into two parts by an adjustable shelf, and 

can be used for storing any of the larger supplies. At the bottom of the 
cabinet is another large, deep drawer. 

The cabinet rests on five carved claw feet, and is provided with casters. 

The interiors of all drawers are nicely finished. The bottoms that are 

not lined with cabinet cloth are made of Bird’s-Eye Maple, which pre- 
sents a very handsome appearance. 

The hardware is of first-class quality, either Roman Gold or Old 
Copper finish as ordered. 

The finish both interior and exterior is of a high order, and the back 
is finished the same as the front and sides. 

Dimenstons.—Height, 74 inches. Width, 30 inches. Depth, 17 
inches. 

PRICE. 

uarter-sawed® Oakich.g nomen alacenr iene aba vases a S11S:00: 

Mano ganyaicccc aerate te coe on Ve hve Mee Eat E3000! 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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Cabinet No. 54 abinet INo. 

There being a demand for a cabinet with a swinging section and 

swinging shelves, the instructions given our designer were to get one out 

containing not only this feature, but to make it as complete in every way 

as it was possible to be made. 
There is not an inch of waste space in this cabinet. The swinging 

section is so constructed that it will never bind, and the trays are rigid 

enough to prevent sagging. There are nine of these trays; the top one 

contains the burr block; the next three are provided with groovd bot- 

ESS 
AAS 

Burr Block. For Long Handled Instruments. 

toms, convenient for holding long-handled instruments; the fifth one is 

made with six compartments for strips; the seventh contains a removable 

tray with several depressions suitable for small instruments, and a tray 

For Strips. For Small Instruments. 

provided with pegs for disks; the eighth is divided ‘-to three equal com- 

partments, lengthwise, and the one at the bottom is plain. Each of these 

Se = 

VW ee 
For Disks. . 

trays can be easily and quickly taken from the cabinet or placed at any 

desired position on the rod holding them. This feature is a desirable 

< : 

& gs 

Device for Removing Trays from Cabinet. 

s
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one, and is made practicable by an ingenious device, better explained by 
referring to the drawing on preceding page. It will be noticed that by 
simply lifting the tray about % of an inch it disengages itself from 
the rod. 

At the right of the swinging section is a medicine closet, covered by 
a door containing a bevel mirror, and which disappears at the top. This 
closet is entirely separate from the rest of the cabinet, thus preventing 
any damage to the instruments on account of the medicines. Below this 
closet are three drawers of a convenient size. : 

Slide. 

The center section of the cabinet contains a slide, five drawers, forceps 
compartment and closet. The slide is provided with a removable ground 
glass cement slab. Two of the drawers contain adjustable partitions, en- 
abling the operator to form compartments of any desired size. The 

tte 
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Drawer With Adjustable Partitions. 

forceps compartment door, when opened, exposes two surfaces on which 
the forceps may hang. Just back of the forcep compartment is a large 

closet. Should one prefer a drawer for forceps, any of the three below 

the medicine closet are suitable for the purpus , and the forcep compart- 

ment can be readily used as a closet by removing the inner door, 
although even this small change is unnecessary. 

The lower section of the cabinet contains two large, deep drawers. 
The swinging section is provided with a good lock, and first-class 

hardware is used throughout. 

The cabinet has a finished back, same as front and sides. 
The interior of all drawers are finished, and the bottoms are all made 

of Bird’s-Eye Maple wherever they are not lined with cabinet cloth. 
It has a fine, durable finish, both interior and exterior. 

Dimensions.—Height over all, 75 inches. Width, 27 inches. Depth, 
14% inches. 

PRICE, 

(Guarter-sawed ‘Oaks cies sen oiaa oe neel oimene ese) O5-00! 

AHO mal Wy Bot che cei mime tae Re tiede Wein crude deo REOOIOO, 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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Cabinet No. 53 
This cabinet was popular with the dental profession from the start. It 

certainly deserves its popularity, as its outside appearance, its fine cabinet 

work, its splendid finish and its interior conveniences, are second to none 
on the market. 

SSD 
mS 

Drawers below Medicine Closet. 

At the upper left corner is the medicine closet, covered by a rolling 

door, and is entirely separated from the instrument compartment, thus 
avoiding all danger of corosion from the fumes of the medicines. The 

- ; 

Ze Zo KA 

Drawers below Medicine Closet. 

interior of the closet is nicely finished and is so arranged as to accommo- 

date the different sized bottles, besides having a compartment for storing 

such medicines as are purchased in large quantities, or not often used. 

Below the medicine closet are four small drawers, which are automat- 
ically locked by closing 

the curtain of the closet. 

The upper two are in- 

tended for filling mate- 

rial; the lower two for 

small instruments. ; 

Beneath these four eG 
drawers is the slide, at a s 

convenient height for a 

working surface. Below 

the slide are three draw- 

ers, the upper two of : Bde
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which are shallow and Z| 
lined with cabinet cloth 

and are the forcep 

drawers, 

The third one is deep 
and is intended for stor- [ 

ing supplies, etc., as the SS 

individual may see fit. =~ 
At the upper right ae 

side is the burr block, a 
which revolves on a cen- mes I Forcep Drawer. 
ter pin and is made with ™ 

a series of steps contain- 
ing holes for both the handpiece and right angle burrs. 

Below the burr block are five drawers, the upper two of which contain 

grooved bottoms for the pluggers, ex- 

s cavators, chisels, etc. These grooved 

< bottoms are so arranged as to bring the 

4 points of the instruments to top of 

Z drawer, and to prevent them sliding for- + 
j oe ward when drawers are closed. 

! 5) sa The third drawer co.tains a series of 

| Ses ney ‘> g-ooves convenient for holding small 
2 instruments, such as broaches, etc. 

Burr Block. 

The fourth drawer is SS 

divided into three equal Ke 
compartm:nts and is in- 

tended for the rubber cee eae 
dam, dam punch and Instruments. 

clamp forceps. 

The fifth drawer contains a number of divisions to accommodate the 
. different grades of strips, also a tray for the different disks. 

Beneath the five small 

drawers is a large one, 

which when extended forms 

a convenient table for 

crown work, and is so ar- 

f ranged as to contain two 

small drawers, which are 

intended for the crown 

a working tools. 
This is a new feature 

in dental cabinets and one 

oe Sian TOS which has pleased our cus- 

tomers. 
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Fourth Drawer. Drawer for Strips and Disks. 
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Drawer for Crown Work. 

Below this is the compartment for soiled linen covered by a self- 
closing door. 

To the left of this compartment are three large drawers, the upper 
two of which are intended for supplies and bulky tools. The deeper one 
is for clean linen. 

The interiors of all drawers and medicine closet are made of hard wood 
and nicely finished, and wherever practicable are lined with cabinet cloth. 

The cabinet is provided with casters. 

Dimensions.—Height, 
5 ft. 10 in. Width, 27 in. Depth, 13 in. 

PRICES. 

@Mmarter=sawed -Oale a a.6e) annie fy swine imiensese es. one. SOSLOD 
Maliooany scx sok oe eo eta oa sige Se OOOO 

TERMS. 

We allow a liberal discount for cash, or sell on monthly payments to 

suit convenience of our customers. 

16
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Cabinet No. 52 
ee 

This cabinet contains all the practicable features of a modern dental 

cabinet. Its outline is modest and its finish excellent, making it an orna- 

ment to any office. 

eee 

‘At the upper right hand corner is the compartment containing the 

burr block and six drawers. The upper three drawers are made with 

grooved bottoms for long-handled instruments. These grooved bottoms 

are so arranged that the instruments cannot slide forward as the drawers 

are closed. 

The fourth drawer contains a number of grooves or depressions for 

holding such small instruments as broaches, separating files, etc. 

The fifth drawer is divided into three compartments intended for 

punch, clamp forceps, etc. 

Sy ZS 

NS <> s 

Fourth Drawer. Fifth Drawer, 

18
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The sixth drawer is conveniently arranged with pegs and compart- 

ments for the different grades of strips and disks. 
These six drawers and burr block, as well as the medicine closet on 

the opposite side, are covered with disappearing doors with bevel mirror 

panels. These doors slide in metallic 

grooves, which prevents all binding. 

The door over drawers is provided with 

_ a good lock. f 

on NOES 

Sees Qo 

<m a 

\r 

Sixth Drawer Diagram Showing Disappearing Doors. 

Below these two compartments is a large drawer extending the full 

width of the cabinet. The section below this drawer consists of four 

drawers, a slide and swinging compartment for forceps. The slide is at 

the top of the section, which brings it at a convenient height. 

| , 

Slide. 

20



The two drawers next below contain removable partitions so arranged 

that compartments of any desired number or size can be made. This 

feature enables one to make compartments which will fit any instrument, 
regardless of its size or shape. 
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The two lower drawers are for clean napkins end towels. At the bot- 
tom are two compartments for soiled linen and supplies. 

Wherever practicable, drawers are lined with a good grade of cabinet 
cloth, 

The slide and forcep compartment are also covered with the same 
material, 

The sides and swell front are covered with the finest quality of veneer 

which enables us to obtain a much nicer grain than is possible in solid 
stock, 

It has a first-class, durable finish. : 

The cabinet is provided with casters. 

Dimensrons.—Height, 5 ft. 4 in. Width, 26 in. Depth, 13%4 in. 

PRICES, 2 

Quarter-sawed ‘Oak ic. ccvcss vsvmreee sets ns te, 8s ($00.00 

Mahogahyccrca. cad: eoenuecs ares oes y ieee cise re nense eer 2 -7OlO0 

TERMS. 

We allow a liberal discount for cash, or sell on easy monthly pay- 
ments to suit the convenience of our customers. 
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Cabinet No. 5] 

The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, 

makes this the greatest cabinet value on the market. 
In the upper left corner are seven small drawers. The upper three are 

provided with grooved bottoms for holding the long-handled instru- 
ments. These grooves are so inclined as to prevent the instruments slid- 

ing forward when drawers are closed. 

SQ 

Drawers Nos. 1, 2 and’. Fourth Drawer. 

The fourth drawer is provided with large, shallow depressions “which % 

will be found convenient for broaches, separating files, etc. 

The fifth drawer is divided into compartments convenient for rubber 

dam, punch, clamp forceps, etc. im 
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Fifth Drawer. Sixth Drawer. 

The sixth drawer has several compartments for the different grades of 

polishing strips, and also a tray containing pegs for polishing disks. 

The seventh is a deep drawer intended for supplies and materials. 

5 The above described drawers are automatically locked by closing the 

bottom drawer, which is provided with a lock and key. 

At the right of the small drawers is a compartment for burrs. This is 

closed by a neat, paneled door, which when opened disappears at the top. 
Below the burr compartment is a closet of the same size which will be 

found convenient for storing bulky materials, absorbent cotton, rubber 

dam, etc. 

23
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At the upper right is the medicine closet, which is arranged with 

shelves to accommodate different sized bottles, besides having ample 

room for storing such medicines as are purchased in large quantities. 

This closet is closed with a door having a beveled mirror panel. 
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Slide. Burr Compartment. 

Below the upper section is a slide and beneath this slide are five 

drawers, the upper two of which are provided with our movable parti- 

tions. This enables one to make compartments that will fit any sized 

article. The other three are plain drawers which may be used for nap- 

kins, towels and supplies of various kinds. At the right of these drawers 

is a door, which when opened exposes two surfaces which are provided 

with hooks for the extracting forceps, and back of inner door is a large 

closet. 
TT 
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Beneath the middle section are two cupboards for soiled linen, etc. 

The interiors of all drawers and medicine closet are made of hard wood 

and nicely finished, and wherever practicable are lined with cabinet cloth. 

Dimensions.—Height, 64 in. Width, 27 in. Depth, 17 in. 

PRICES. 
Qutarter-cawed Oale sc. cccncanss scenery clever ses ss P50,00 

MitirO BANYi foot te serine ee aoa ea oie eye nies lactis 00.00 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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CABINET No. 50. 
OAK, $40.00. 
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Cabinet No. 50 

This cabinet is well made, nicely proportioned and has a first-class 

finish. The medicine closet is entirely separate from the balance of the 

cabinet, thus avoiding danger of corrosion from the fumes of the medi- 

cines, and is closed by a door containing a bevel mirror. Beneath this 

closet is a compartment for forceps which is lined with cabinet cloth, and 

just below this compartment a cupboard for soiled linen which is cov- 

ered by a self-clos- 
ing door. Behind 
the forceps is a : 

large closet. 
At the opposite ce 

side of the cabinet Be eS) CED 
is a row of nine Soe eae ce Z Re eee ee > 
drawers of differ- SA SNe) Ln 
ent depths, of SSS fg 
which seven are Sie SS 
locked automatic- — : 

ally by closing the 

bottom drawer. 

The bottom of 
these drawers are 12x13 inches. The top one is arranged with a series of 

depressions for holding small instruments and also contains a burr block. 

The drawer next below has a grooved bottom for holding the long- 

handled instruments, and the third one is provided with a number of 

compartments for strips and a tray for disks. Beneath these three 
drawers is a slide at a convenient height for a working ae 

ZE 
= 

LL Ay 

7 ZZ) li~< Ss I = lel a3 

@ ae Sp ine 

l i : ™ 
The other six drawers are plain and are intended for instruments or 

: supplies, as the dentist may see fit. The cabinet has good hardware and 

is provided with casters. It is made of oak, has a golden oak finish, 

rubbed and polished, and the interiors of all drawérs are finished. 

Dimenstons.—Height, 69 in. Width, 29 in. Depth, 14 in. : 

PRICE, 
Ozk, Golden Oak Finish: fiaect neice cute rnices/ss'woicn:s/ $40.00 

TERMS. 
Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. " 

27
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Mechanical Cabinet No. | 4 

This cabinet is intended for use in the operating room, and the finish ; 

is therefore first-class. 
It is most complete in its arrangements, and will provide our cus- 

tomers with a cabinet that is suited for every kind of laboratory work. 

The Roll Curtain, when closed, locks automatically all the drawers, 
except the waste drawer, and when opened it disappears at the back. 

The ends fold back, as will be seen by cut of cabinet, open, and are flush 

with the balance of the top, presenting a much better appearance than 

when put on in the ordinary way. 
The top is of oak, with a removable slab set in at one end, as will be 

plainly seen by referring again to the cut of cabinet open. 

S 

‘\ 
For Tools. 

At the left is a slide, a tier of drawers of various depths, and a plast«r 

bin. The top drawer is fitted with grooved bottoms convenient for hold- 
ing tools. The one next below is divided by a partition running 

=> 

SK SS 

lengthwise, while the others are plain drawers. The plaster bin is made 

oval at the bottom, so as to enable one to get out all the plaster easily. 

The large shallow drawer in the center is intended for the tooth stock. 

In a large drawer of this kind the boxes may be opened and laid side by 

side, thus enabling one to see every tooth at a glance. Next below, just 

under the maple filing block, which is removable, is a drawer to catch 

the gold filings. It is of zinc, and made so that the filings go to the 

center, falling into a removable cup. 

o> 
ae Se 

For Gold Filings. For Gold Plate, Solder, ete. Borax Block. 

At the right of this drawer is one that contains depressions suitable 
for holding the different carets, gold pla‘e, solder, etc. It also contains 

a borax block. 

29
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Next below is a waste drawer for waste plaster, etc., lined with gal- 

yanized, iron. It is connected with the top of the bench by a metallic 

chute at the rear. 
Between the left-hand and center tier of drawers is a vacant space, 

through which the lathe belt may run. 
At the right is another tier of drawers. The top one is fitted with a 

grooved bottom for tools. The one next below is divided by partitions 

ZZ 
| 

For Tools 

running crosswise, and the balance are rlain drawers. At the bottom 

of the tier is a cupboard, into which a bellows can be placed, and also 

contains a shelf which will be found useful. 

Zo e 

< S 
\ 

The bench is piped for gas and air. 

The bottom board is a distinctive advantage, in that it affords a place 

to screw the foot-power. When this is screwed to the floor the cabinet 

cannot be easily removed from one place to another, and in many city 

offices having tiled floors it is almost a necessity. 

A few points of advantage over the laboratory cabinets offered by 

some of our competitors: 

Quarter-sawed oak is used instead of plain oak. 

It provides a place for a lathe. 
It contains a large drawer for waste plaster. 

It contains a plaster bin. 

It contains a convenient tooth drawer. 
In short, it is a complete bench for gold work, for plaster work and 

for vulcanite work. 
The finish is much better as well as the workmanship. 

Drmenstons.—Height over all, 47 inches. Length, 46% inches. 

Depth 19 inches. : 

PRICE. 
Quarterssawed Oakes.) uicceseua) sl onsaein iene ane = ie 950,00 

Motiocany ycacdaccs scan onde oe coe rate en OU .OO) 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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COMBINATION BENCH No. 12. 

PRICES. 

Price of Bench, Hardwood, Oak finish.................. $25.00 

InvOwarterssawed: Oaletntr ace iihetete «coe et.2 ae 2. Ge GOOO. 

Marble Top (working surface) extra..................... 5.00 
Bellowsyrextvat ss micah sale emia teeta aig OO 

Piping tor Gasiand Adi iexttacn sie. s covet sae weenie cee <a.) ISO) 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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This bench was gotten up with the idea of giving the greatest conveni- 

ence for the least money. It will be found, when it is placed in your 

room, that it practically furnishes you a laboratory. When made in quar- 

ter-sawed oak with roll top, it could occupy a place in your operating 

room and be an ornament thereto, thus doing away with the necessity of 
an extra room for a laboratory. 

The higher top is intended for the vulcanizer when in use. Below are 
six drawers, giving ample room for all materials and bulky tools used in 

the laboratory. At the bottom is a cupboard in which to store vulcanizer 

and flasks when not in use. The lower top, or working surface, is made 

of hard maple, and removably fastened to the front edge is a maple filing 

block. In the center is a large shallow drawer extending across the en- 

tire width of the central portion. This is the tooth stock drawer. Ina 
large and shallow drawer of this kind the boxes containing teeth can be 

placed side by side, giving an opportunity to take in every tooth at a 

glance. Below this drawer and immediately below the filing block is a 

zinc-lined drawer for gold scrap and filings. To the right of this is the 

gold drawer, which contains depressions for the different carat gold plate, 

solder, etc. 
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Gold Drawer. 

The three last described drawers are so fastened that they cannot be 
t entirely withdrawn, thereby preventing the teeth, gold and gold scrap from 

ae 
o" 

> ie We 

oa 
Metallic Chute. 

being spilled. Beneath these is the large waste drawer, lined with gal- 

vanized iron, which extends to the back of the bench and is connected 
with the working top by a metallic chute, into which all plaster and wax 

cuttings and other waste can be brushed. 
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At the left and immediately beneath the top is a slide which, when 
extended, will be found a convenient place for the crown outfit while in 

ia 

oe Px 
ae 

Slide. 

use, besides giving additional working surface. Below this slide are two 
drawers, the top one containing a grooved bottom for the gold instru- 
ments, such as files, pliers, etc. The other is a deep drawer intended 

for articulators, plaster bowl, etc. Below these drawers is a bin for 

plaster of Paris, so balanced as to remain either in an open or closed 

position, as placed. 

For Files, Pliers, Bte. 

On the back rail are ten brass spring catches for vulcanite tools, where 

they are out of the way and yet always at the finger tips. At the right of 

these is a shelf for the laboratory preparations, such as shellac, sandarac, 

etc., at the end of which is an embedded glass for the pickling acid, which 
prevents its being spilled. 

There is a space between the two drawers over plaster bin, and the 

center section of drawers, through which the lathe belt may run. 

The regular benches have plain drawer fronts, while those made of 

: quarter-sawed oak and mahogany have paneled fronts, as shown on cut 

of roll No. 12. 

When we furnish bellows with bench we fit it with a special foot 

treadle without extra charge—when this treadle is wanted for a bellows 

you now have, the charge for it is 50 cents. 

Dimensions.—Height, 3 ft.9 in. Depth, 1 ft.6in. Length, 4 ft. 3 in. 
Working surface, 164% x 36 in. 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal discount for cash. 
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COMBINATION ROLL TOP BENCH No. 12. 

The description of our regular No. 12 Bench applies to this one with 

the following exceptions: It has a roll top, which when closed automati- 

cally locks the two gold and the tooth stock drawers. 

The fronts of all drawers are paneled and it has a finish equal to a 

first-class cabinet. 

PRICES. 

Quarter-sawed Oak. ......$40.00 Mahogany..........$50.00 

Marble slab 11 x 20 inches set into top, extra............. 2.50 

Bellows extras ssise os ces hase nec es ie sitnecnesie sworn S00) 

Piping for gas and air, extra..........- sess eeee esse eeeeees 2.50 

TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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COMBINANION BENCH No. 10. 

This bench is the same as our No, 12 with the exception that the 
vulcanizer stand is omitted, giving a larger working surface. 

That this point is appreciated is shown by its constantly increasing 
popularity. 

PRICES. 

Hardwood, Oaks Binishic ews ssaan epiost ow cee eaeees Oeae2:50 

Quatter-sawedv Oak mimeo a eluent eok sare eee 27550. 

Marble wovking:suriace sextta,s sais a cswcucve eccrine 0750. 

Marble slab placed in center, 11 x 20 inches, extra........ 2.50 

Bellows, ;extraycciccierts ccc sv sean Salant ey saewacar sa ares CaeG OO. 

duping for ipasiand (air, €xttas icc. sue 1. vais accu mehaeee 2150! 

: TERMS. 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount. 
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LATHE TABLE. 

The above cut shows our “American Lathe Table,” which, without 

doubt, is the best and most convenient article of the kind on the market. 

Every dentist knows that the lathe is a mussy contrivance, no matter 

what its arrangement, and therefore will at once see the advantage in 

having it entirely by itself, as shown in cut. This table has three draw- 

ers; the left drawer is divided into four compartments, and is intended 

for the lathe equipment, such as brush, polishing and grinding wheels, 

AS : 
ac SS) ZA 
ES = EY S 
Se 

etc. The right drawer is divided into compartments and is intended for 

the polishing materials, such as pumice stone, chalk, etc. The middle 

drawer is lined with galvanized iron and therefore rustproof, and through 

the opening in the top of the table catches the waste from the lathe. 
The table has an oak finish. 

Druenstons.—Length, 29 in. Depth, 17% in. Height, from top of 
brackets to top of back board, 13% in. 

PRICES. 
Maple sae iaishs smn axcay Saas sae seraens ney Meaehien demure OOD 

endulitm WhoOr ae Owet yo wast: oc lencinierc seen teens el sOO 

Tate cade ire cate dad enataaree sv sen nee es Mati euiateta ore tons 2700) 
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Work Bench No. 8 
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WORK BENCH No. 8. 

This bench is for rubber work. It will be found to contain all the 
conveniences necessary for vulcanite work. 

It has a large working surface, giving ample room for the polishing 
lathe at one end and the vulcanizer at the other. 

The top is of maple, which makes a hard, smooth surface. 

At the left and immediately beneath the lathe head, is a drawer pro- 
vided with compartments for the lathe equipments, such as grinding 
wheels, brush wheels, etc. 

To the right of this drawer and below the filing block, is a shallow 
drawer intended to catch the filings. 

The lathe belt runs between the last two described drawers. 

To the right of the center will be found two drawers convenient for 
rubber, wax, etc. 

At the upper right corner is a cupboard which is covered by a door. 
Across the center of this door, on the inside, is a looped strap for holding 
the vulcanite tools, such as scrapers, chisels, files, etc. The tools are 
prevented from sliding down by a moulding which extends across the 
bottom. When the door is opened, it brings the tools within easy reach. 

The closet may be used for the tooth stock or as the dentist desires. 
Below this closet are two deep drawers for bulky tools and supplies, and 
at the bottom is the cupboard for storing the vulcanizer parts when not 
in use. 

Dimensions.— Height, 36 in. Length, 49 in. Depth, 17 in. 

PRICE, 
Hardwood, Oak Pinishs 40.05 0: cesses cs)oessalnelnivow aes cn p18.00 
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Work Bench No. 6 
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WORK BENCH No. 6, 

This bench is for gold work. In it will be found every convenience 
that a gold worker could desire. 

It is made with, or without, a marble working surface. 
At the left is a deep drawer for bulky tools and materials. Under the 

filing block are two drawers; the upper one contains a series of depres- 
sions for the different grades of gold plate, solder, etc. The lower drawer 

is shallow and is provided with a pan for catching the clippings and 
ings. 
At the right is a compartment closed by a door, which is hinged at the 

bottom and is provided with a stop which holds it in a horizontal position 
when opened. At the side of this compartment is a slide, which may be 
extended when the door is open. This slide and door are provided with 
looped straps for holding all the gold working tools, such as punches, 
pliers, files, etc., and are also provided with a moulding at the bottom 
to prevent the tools from sliding through. Thus it will be seen, that 
when the door is opened and the slide withdrawn, all the tools are 
brought within easy reach. . 

Besides containing the tools, this compartment will be found con- 
venient for holding the crown outfit, etc. 

The cut shows the Sam’s Blow Pipe attached to the bench. A hole 
is provided in the top for the mixer, and one at the bottom of the com- 
partment for the tube connecting the mixer and generator. 

Dimensions.—Height, 36 in. Width, 34 in. Depth, 16 in. 

PRICES. 
Hardwood, Oak Finish, with Marble Top................$20.00 
Hardwood, Oak Finish, with Maple Top................. 16.00 
Sam’s Blow-Pipe, with Bellows.................0..es0000 14.50 

i Sam’s Blow-Pipe, without Bellows...............++++++++ 10.50 
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Work Bench No. 4 
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WORK BENCH No. 4. 

This bench is for plaster work. The arrangement of it is such that 

everything needed in plaster and sand work will be found here. 

Immediately beneath the top is a large drawer extending the entire 

width and depth of bench; this is the waste drawer. It is lined with 

galvanized iron. 
It will be found to be in a most desirable place. At this height the 

dentist is able to empty the plaster bowls and flasks directly into the 

drawer, also brush the waste from top of bench into it. 
Beneath this drawer are two deep drawers; one for plaster bowl, artic- 

ulators, etc., the other for sand and moulding tools. 
Below the two deep drawers are two shallow drawers. One has a 

grooved bottom for the plaster tools, such as spatula, plaster knife, etc., 

the other is divided into compartments for impression trays. 

At the bottom are two bins: one for impression plaster and the other 

for model or cast plaster. These are hinged so as to remain either open 

or closed, as placed. 

The bench is well built and has a smooth rub finish. 

Dimensions.—Height, 39 in. Depth, 19 in. Width, 26 in. 

PRICES. 

With Marble Top, Oak Finish. ............6 0000 0ee eee + $18.00 

With Maple Top, Oak Finish. ---......+++s00+++eeeeeeeees 15.00
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ALLAN TABLE. 

No. 1. No. 2. 
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We make a specialty of Bracket Tables. In their construction we 

employ our most skilled mechanics, and have aimed to build a table that 

will not be affected by time or atmospheric changes. We use thoroughly 

seasoned lumber of the best quality, 

— ZZ S&S — zeae =—_.. Zs SS 

Serena = 

SS BLES “SS 

The above diagram shows how the bottoms and tops are made. The 

center piece is butternut which will not swell and open the joints. 

A like precaution is taken with every piece of material that enters into 

their construction. 
We fully guarantee our tables against checking and warping. 

PRICES, 

Allan Tables, Quarter-sawed Oak or Walnut..............$ 8.00 

Adlam diablesMahogatiys sccm «scmiereecisshsoieaie ne irerelciaialeie nt LOLOO. 

Willan ables; Mirror sides extra once se ote ociee cue tecen + e100 

Holmes Tables, Quarter-sawed Oak or Walnut........... 25.00 

Holmes Pables Miahoeaayc. o/c. cain eerette tooo 3). Oo uie eye) 

Table NOs lice csstscchaines) ssc sceeniermapine aaa peices oo 2.00) 

abe UN OW 2ectts oy aianne sive eine nema ete creme aeRO eee ROO 
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PATENT APPLIED FOR. 

This Bracket is simple in construction, neat in appearance and strong. 

The bar on which the table is fastened is nickel plated, and the balance 

of the frame is nicely decorated. 

When fully extended it reaches 52 inches from place of attachment, 

and the extension from the wall can be shortened to 34 inches. The 

variation in height of the table is three feet. 

The movements of the Bracket require the use of but one hand. 

We know this Bracket will give any one satisfaction who gives it a 

trial, and we are willing to ship it anywhere with the understanding that 

if it is not satisfactory it may be returned, we paying the freight charges 

both ways. 

PRICE, 

Bracket, without table..............$7.00 
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Tooth Stock Cabinet 
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The above cut represents an article of furniture needed by every 
dealer in dental supplies, and the smaller sizes are very convenient for 
dentists who carry a stock of teeth. We make them on any size desired, 
either as to height or number of tiers. 

The size of the drawers is usually about 20 inches long, 16 inches 
wide and 9-16 of an inch deep, but as the Cabinets are made to order the 
size can be made to suit the requirements in each case. We also divide 
the drawers into two equal parts, as shown in cut, or make compartments 

of the right size to take in an ordinary tooth box. 
The drawers slide on steel runs which enables us to get in more draw- 

ers in the same space than would be possible were wood runs used, and 
they also run much more easily. The bottoms are made of three ply 
veneer. Each drawer is fitted with a brass label holder. The Cabinet is 
well built throughout and has.a good rub finish. 

Our prices are based on being made of ash with an antique oak finish, 
but will quote on any wood on application. 

PRICE LIST. 
5 Case Cabinet contains about 1800 sq. in, 10 in, high... .$ 6.00 
uae “« « “ 3600 @ is. =... 9.00 

aC, “ “ “ b4oo “ “23 © © 111) A750 
25 “ “ “ S000 “30 & * 11.) 20.50 
30 « “ “ 9600 “© * 35 * * 111) 2400 

yo “ “ “ 13000 “ “ 4s “ “ 112) 3300 
so “ “ « ecco gs 1. ATS. 
bo “ “ “ 19000“ “ 6s “ “ 1... 50,00 

‘Phe 40, 50 and 60 Case Cabinets furnished in 1 or 2 tiers as desired. Apply for prices on epecial sizes. 
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Many dentists find the closets in their cabinets too smal! for all their 

medicines. The above cabinet is conveniently arranged and well made. 

Special ones built to order. 

PRICE. 
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Our bellows are correct in shape, and strongly built of the best 

materials. 

No. Diameter of Pressure of Cubie Feet of PRICE. 
Air Reservoir. Blast, per inch. Air per hour. 

Z 7M% in. I pound 190 $4.00: 

2. Onin Dae 330 5.00 

a Ir in. ay Wee 625 7.00 
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Student’s Cases 
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No. 1. 

This case is well made of oak and is nicely lined with velveteen. 
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No. 2. 

This case meets all the requirements of the student. Two drawers 

are fitted with grooved bottoms for long handled instruments and the 

others are conveniently arranged for strips, disks, bottles, burrs, lamp, 

etc., as well as the more bulky instruments and supplies. 

PRICE. 

Dale feats Sites dceuem enone onc a eae aos eu eieeisaeaeep1Oi00: 
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Office Desks 
Our line of office desks, while not extended, comprise various grades 

from the finely finished and elaborate desk like our No. 9, to the moder- 
ately priced desk. All desks sold by us are made at our own factory, and we 
wish to assure our customers that they embody the same careful selection 
of material and the same workmanship that characterize all our produc- 
tions. We do not compete in price with, and we do not furnish, the 
cheaply constructed and flimsy specimens of office desks with which the 
market is flooded. These desks are handsome in appearance and will 
ornament any office. They are fitted with the best modern devices per- 
taining to office desks, and they will be found made strictly on honor, 
and they are guaranteed in every way. We will furnish drawings and 
quote prices on any special office desk that may be desired. All roll top 
desks manufactured by us are fited with an automatic lock, which secures 
all the drawers outside of the roll simultaneously without the aid of a 
key. When the roll is down the drawers are locked. Every roll is fitted 
with the best brass lock. All rolls are canvas backed, and are flexible, 
yet very strong and easy to manipulate. 
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No. 9. Sa - 
Dimensions.—Length, 60 in. Width, 34 in. Height, 53 in. 
Fratures.—Moulded baseboard, molded edges on panels, raised pan- 

els, carved pulls on lower drawers. Polished brass label-holder and pull 
combined on upper drawers. Raised drawer fronts. This handsome 
desk contains a total of 43 drawers. All drawers in lower part lock auto- 
matically when roll is down. 

Ach Antique @ak-Finish'’, ccc: sdssmoe acs tiene canes cia POS. 00 
Muncter-caweds Oak asntncns (ate te ote aacnn ee nek sna ey 00! 
Mato mays cee o.cieica stones oni ate Bare wuies Caving oe ola aeiiee OS OO) 
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If you wish a Cabinet, Laboratory Bench or Bracket Table 

made after your own design, write us. 

We Manufacture 

OF ALL KINDS 

pnd willgnes ple ved to quoleindee: orienting in fuenine 
of Cabinet Work. 
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Catalogue No. 3 

The American Cabinet Company 

Two Rivers, Wis.
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Cabinet No. 56—Closed



Cabinet No. 56 

In this cabinet we offer to the dental profession the 

highest priced cabinet that has yet been put upon the 

market, so far as we know. It is, however, well worth 

its cost. 

There are five things to consider (besides the price), 

and those are: quality, construction, practical features, 

exclusiveness of design and grade of finish. In all 

these points we claim for the No. 56 Cabinet the 

highest type of excellence. 

At the top are two large medicine closets so arranged 

as to accommodate the different sizes of bottles. Each 

closet contains a drawer which will be found convenient. 

Just below the medicine closets are four plain drawers, 

and between these drawers the burr block will be found. 

In the center section of the cabinet are twenty-four 

drawers, a forcep compartment, a cupboard for soiled 

linen, two slides and a small slide containing a removable 

ground glass cement slab. 

The forcep compartment pulls out, the same as a 

drawer, and the forceps hang on both sides of a center 

partition. The front, besides being very ornamental to 

the cabinet, hides the forceps from the patient’s view. 

By looking at the cut of the cabinet open and closed a 

very good idea of this compartment can be had. 

The top four drawers of the center section, that 

is, two on each side of the forcep compartment, 

contain grooved bottoms for holding the long handled
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instruments. These are slightly inclined from front 

to rear to prevent the instruments from sliding forward 

when drawers are closed. 

Just below these four drawers are two others, one 

on each side of the forcep compartment, conveniently 

arranged for strips and discs. 

Next below are two other drawers which are divided 

by our removable partitions, which enable one to make 

compartments of any size or shape desired. 

Another drawer contains a sliding block with several 

depressions and grooves for holding the smaller instru- 

ments, and opposite from this is one divided into three 

equal parts lengthwise, for holding the clamp-forceps, 

dam-punch, pliers, etc. 

Still another drawer contains a removable zinc tray 

for gold filings. 

All the other drawers in the cabinet are plain, and 

are of various sizes and shapes, suitable for holding 

conveniently every article, small or large, that is used in 

the dental office. 

Twenty-four of these drawers are automatically locked 

by pushing in the slide on which the cement slab rests. 

This locking device is very simple. It will not get out 

of order and is very effective. 

The other slides have a depressed center, lined with 

cabinet cloth, on which the instruments can be placed so 

that they will not roll off. 

The swell sides of the cabinet are hinged so there 

may be no waste space in the cabinet. One side is



provided with shelves, as shown in the cut of the cabinet 

open, while the other has a number of hooks, on which 

office coats or other things may be hung. 

The hardware is of a handsome design, with pearl 

fronts both on the pulls and knobs. 

Our idea was to furnish this cabinet in a case as 

handsome as could be made, and there is hardly a straight 

line on it. It has swell sides, swell drawer fronts, and 

the long pillars on each side also give it a very fine 

appearance. 

The doors in the medicine closet are supplied with 

heavy beveled plate glass. 

The wood used in the construction of the cabinet is 

of the very finest quality. Every piece has been selected 

with care so that the grain matches perfectly. 

The interiors of all drawers are finished. The 

bottoms are of bird’s-eye maple, unless they are lined 

with cabinet cloth. 

The back is finished the same as the front and sides. 

In short, so far as construction, workmanship and 

finish are concerned, it is perfect. 

Dimensions: height, 72 inches; width, 34 inches; 

depth, 15 inches. 

Price 

Quarter-sawed oak . . . . $150.00 

Mahoganyi shaven tise oy eum 175.00 

Terms 

Easy monthly payments or liberal cash discount.



Twentieth Century 
Bracket Table 

This table, when closed, looks very similar to the 

Allan Table, but when open it will be seen that it has 

all the advantages of the Holmes, as well as several new 

features of its own. 
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Twentieth Century Bracket Table—Closed 
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The side panels are made to drop, and provide a 

convenient place for burrs and drills. 

One side of the table contains six drawers. The 

four top ones are the same as those in the well known 

Allan Table, while the two bottom ones are provided 

with grooved bottoms for pluggers, etc. 

The fronts of these two drawers are hinged so that 

they drop when drawers are pulled out, leaving the 

points of the instruments in plain sight, and easy to take 

out or replace. 

The opposite side of the table has three drawers. 

The top one contains a cotton holder, which is provided 

with a spring to force the cotton through a hole in the 

top, and also provides a place for two glass cups, suitable 

for holding cotton or gold pellets; or one can be used 

as a receptacle for soiled cotton. These two cups.and 

cotton holder are at the extreme front of drawer, so @s to 

necessitate its being open but about two inches in order to 

use itto advantage. The back of this has a suitable place 

for other articles. The remaining two drawers ni 

and can be used to suit the convenience of the operator. 

The construction of the top and bottom of the table 

is the same as our Allan and Holmes Table, as is shown 

by diagram on page 42 of catalogue. 

The finish is first-class in every respect. 

We fully guarantee these tables against checking 

and warping. piece 

Quarter-sawed oak and walnut . . $12.50 

Mahogany Nee sana aM albino rucz <a pg {OO
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